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Literature
Review

These journals provided me with the most
context on research that has been done on
gender diversity within esports and the overall
impact on gaming.

The literature mostly focused on team games,
and how women players are often put into
support or assist roles.

Tencent, Report on the
Development of China’s eSports
Industry in 2018, Tencent, Shenzhen,
China, 2019.

Ruvalcaba, O., Shulze, J., Kim, A., Berzenski, S. R., &
Otten, M. P. (2018). Women’s Experiences in eSports:
Gendered Differences in Peer and Spectator Feedback
During Competitive Video Game Play. Journal of Sport
and Social Issues, 42(4), 295–311. 
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Literature
Review

Outside of the journals, a lot of research came from social
media posts, blog posts, and reading comments on Youtube
when a publication would air.

Common themes of discrimination included discrediting
women in the gaming workplace, racist tweets (or
comments), and sexual harassment in online spaces.
In a lot of high-level esports, there is also a lack of diversity
representation when it comes to players of color leading to
fewer financial opportunities (and visual representation for
younger generations).

Aquino, Andrés. “LowTierGod Banned from EVO
after Transphobic Comments against CeroBlast
| GINX Esports TV.”
GINX, GINX Esports TV, 19 Apr. 2020,
https://www.ginx.tv/en/street-fighter-5/low-
tier-god-banned-from-evo-after-transphobic-
comments-against-ceroblast.

Walker, Ian. “Former Evo Champion Banned From
Multiple Fighting Game Events After Racist Tweet.”

Kotaku Australia,17 June 2020,
https://www.kotaku.com.au/2020/06/former-evo-
champion-banned-from-multiple-fighting-game-

events-after-racist-tweet/.
 

Peterson, Latoya. “Why Aren’t More Black Kids
Going pro in Esports? — The Undefeated.” 
The Undefeated, The Undefeated, 27 Mar. 2018,
https://theundefeated.com/features/why-
arent-more-black-kids-going-pro-in-esports/.
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Research
Question
Main Q: What proportion of the gender and
race diversity of FGC players of the PNW
come from underrepresented groups? 

(H1: Diversity and inclusion impact player
participation because a lack of
representation can lead to players feeling
unsafe to compete or participate in a
community, including the FGC.)

To understand what is currently popular and what is
driving people to participate, I wanted to learn which
fighting games were the most popular. I feel that I
could narrow my research to this topic in the future
with a baseline response now.

What Games do they play?

Quantitative data to better understand the
demographic region of the Pacific Northwest.

What race or ethnicity do
they identify as?

Quantitative data to better understand the
demographic region of the Pacific Northwest.

What gender do they identify
as?
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Quantitative
Methodology

I utilized Google Forms to collect
data and feedback from participants
and players. 

In the future, I will stick with Survey
Monkey for surveys as they are
easier to transfer into charts and
create clear data as Google Forms
doesn't group like-answers together
but by individual answer.

Google Forms

01

I talked with over 70 people per event
including at The Pinnacle handing out
cards, and printing off ads for BR with
QR codes on them for participants to
utilize by scanning with their phone to
take the survey at the event. I also had
the MC of BR make announcements
about the survey.

In Person Survey QR
Code

02

To create some of my pie charts
I used Meta-Chart to input the
data.

To make my word clouds I used a
free online word cloud generator
and recorded the responses
(weight) to the word (value).

Meta-Chart and
Word Cloud
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Results
Games
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Bonus Round
Survey taken on August 17th, 2021 and
November 6th, 2021.
(No event for September or October to record
from due to limitations.)
A total of 50 participants filled out the survey.
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Bonus Round
Games

The most popular fighting games recorded (Multiple
choice answer) from Bonus Round during August 17th
and November 6th are:

NEXT STEPS

10 TEKKEN 7

34 GUILTY GEAR STRIVE

11 BLAZBLUE CENTRAL
FICTION
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Actual Results from Smash.GG
Overall: Bonus Round had 60 registered players and participants for the August 17th, 2021, Guilty Gear Strive
tournament and 50 registered players for the November 6th, 2021, DBFZ/Melty Blood Type Lumina tournament
(two games were featured).

60

24

36

Guilty Gear Strive

Dragon Ball FighterZ

Melty Blood Type
Lumnia

https://smash.gg/tournament/bonus-round-guilty-gear-strive/event/strive-singles/overview
https://smash.gg/tournament/bonus-round-2-year-birthday-melty-blood-type-lumina/events

August 16th 2021

November 6th 2021

November 6th 2021
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The Pinnacle
The Pinnacle was a northwest major tournament
held in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada from
October 8th-10th 2021. 

I recorded data by asking 70 players and
participants to fill out my survey by handing them a
business card with a QR code attached on October
9th, 2021.

Out of these 70, only 27 completed the survey.
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The Pinnacle
Games
Those that took the survey from The Pinnacle had
registered for these games. Each competitor
could compete in multiple games.

TOP RECORDED GAMES

13
(48.1%)

SMASH BROS ULTIMATE

9
(33.3%)

GUILTY GEAR STRIVE

6
(22.2%)

MELTY BLOOD TYPE
LUMINA
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Actual Results from
Smash.GG
Overall: The Pinnacle had 697 registered players and participants across a variety of games.
Competitors that I spoke to often had registered for two or more games. 

https://smash.gg/tournament/pinnacle-2021/events

237

119

196

Smash Bros
Ultimate Singles

Guilty Gear Strive

Melty Blood Type
Lumnia

October 8-10 2021
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Smash Bros is the overall favorite game. H2: Accessibility of Switch and Nintendo products,
as well as Nintendo marketing, could be why it's popular and hasn't dropped in player

entries since its debut in 2018.

Guilty Gear and Melty Blood Type Lumina are new games that allow for easier access (entry)
than older FG's because everyone is starting at the same level with understanding characters.
This is a common thing that happens with every new fighting game and results in player dip-
down (per game) after a year or two. 

We can see this phenomenon explained with DBFZ entrants for Bonus Round versus Melty
Blood Type Lumina entrants.

Game Results Explained
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Results
Gender and
Ethnicity 
On these next slides I cross-

analyze and compare the
demographic data I got from

both events.
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Race and Ethnicity

Bonus Round

Race and Ethnicity

The Pinnacle
Results
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Results Explained
Pinnacle

Race/Ethnicity
Results

Bonus Round
Race/Ethnicity

Results

40%

20%

25%

White

Hispanic or Latino

Asian

57.1%

10.7%

17%

White

Hispanic or Latino

Asian

BlackBlack 3.6%15%
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Gender Indentity

Bonus Round

Gender Identity

The Pinnacle

Results
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Results Explained

52%

8.8%

17.7%

Non Transgender
Male

Transgender identifying
(male and female)

Non Transgender
Female

Pinnacle Gender
Results

Non Transgender
Male

Transgender identifying
(male and female)

Non Transgender
Female

18.2%

5.5%

10.9%

Bonus Round
Gender ResultsMarina Abbott 
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Conclusion
Gender and
Ethnicity Marina Abbott 
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Limitations
(Problems
Encountered)
Sample Size Limitation impacted by venue size, lack
of events due to Covid-19, and lack of participants
due to the volunteer aspect of the survey. 

Google Forms was another limitation due to not
having as many features or ways to import/export
data and view as a whole.

Loss of Demographic Information when working with
Google Forms leading to "No response/Decline to
Answer". Results will need to be retaken in the future
for better accuracy.
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Reccomendations
These are my top three recommendations I have for tournament organizers and ways that they
could include and utilize surveys, as well as diversity measures to create safe spaces that allow

for a more inclusive competitive scene. After attending two majors this fall 2021, I found there was
a real lack of safe inclusive spaces for a casual spectator or fan to interact, engage, or even learn

how to participate and play at a major tournament. The social barrier of entry is hard to overcome
and led to a very isolating (and boring) environment for non-competitors.

Survey
Have a survey sent out

through email, as well as on
socials to collect

demographic information
and player/spectator

feedback.

Hire DEI
Staff

Promote and support dei
staff on website pages.

listen to staff for inclusive
measures.

Create side
events

Host offline events for LGBTQ and
women competitors to game w/o

harassment; create a social
space for casual spectators to

interact, engage, and participate.
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Future Roadmap
While scientific research is important, I don't think I'm in a place to continue this research on my
own. I think what matters most at this point is creating equitable and inclusive spaces in the FGC

for these players. I'm doing what I can with Bonus Round, but I think I'd like to grow outside and
work with other tournaments to create environments that make everyone feel welcome and safe

to participate. 

March 2022
Develop a side tournament

with Bonus Round for
underrepresented groups

participants.

2023
Work with other Tournament

organizers on engagement
and specialized side events.

Onward
 Pursue a role in DEI and

Community Engagement or
Management.
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Contact

contact@rina-lo.com

twitter.com/xorinaloResearcher/Mentee
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